Literacy
Books: There’s a Rang-tan in my
bedroom
Atlas of Adventures

Persuasive letters – Save the
rainforests
Non chronological reports –for
different countries/cities

Reading aloud accurately and
answering questions on what they
have read.
Developing letter size and spacing.

History

Mathematics
read and write numbers in
numerals up to 100
partition a two-digit number
into tens and ones
add and subtract two-digit
numbers and ones
recall at least four of the six
number bonds for 10
count in twos
know the value of different
coins
name some common 2-D
shapes from a group of shapes

Science

Computing

Identify that most living things
live in habitats to which they are
suited to.
Identify and name a variety of
plants and animals in their
habitats, including microhabitats
Explore the food chains of
different animals and plants.

Develop an understanding of the
need to be safe, respectful and
responsible when using online
technology
Know the school’s eSafety rules

Sustainable futures and Around the world – Year 2

To understand the human influence
on our landscapes.
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Geography
Using maps and globes.
Learning about the continents.
Looking in detail at different
countries. (China, India)
To explore physical features of the
world.
To express views about people and
places.

PE
Out Door Rangers
Games
Show a good throwing technique.
Develop accuracy when throwing.
To describe how their body feels
when they exercise.
PSHE
Getting on and Falling out
I can make someone else feel good
by giving them a compliment.
I know what to say when someone
gives me a compliment.
I can see things from someone
else’s point of view.
I can work well in a group.

Design and Technology

Art and Design

P4C

Not this term

Rainforest inspired art

Sustainable farming

MFL

Music
Learning to play the recorder.
Build on our knowledge of musical
vocabulary, basic notes, how to
hold the instrument. Breathing
games.

RE

French: Shape and colours

Greenfields Primary School

To learn about key religious symbols
and their importance. Tolerance
towards others.

